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Free3.25 MB Continue to app CRT TV is an old type of TV, which in today's world seems to have been abandoned. But for India, CRT TVs are still used, and on average they use them at home. There are many types of TVs in the world, such as plasma TVs, flat-screen TVs, slim TVs and CRT TVs. Well, this program will be explained to you about the CRT
TV Repair Guide complete with Troubleshoting. So for TV technicians whose daily work fixes and installs electronic components and is confused about finding a guide on the Internet, it can become this application as a pocketbook. Hopefully helpful, and thank you... Publisher kecepatan menulis Released Date 2019-08-17 Language English Category
Education Subcategory Reference Tools Operating systems android File size 3.25 MB Total downloads 1204 License Model Free Price N/A Here you can find the changelog of CRT TV Repair Guide - Troubleshooting when it was posted on our website at 2019-08-23. The latest version is 1.3 and it was updated on soft112.com on 2020-08-24. See below the
changes in each version: 1. Complete with new tutorial of CRT TV Repair Guide 2. Update with the Share button and search box 3. Update system Recommended CRT TV Repair Ebook by Humphrey Kimathi CRT Television repair course is an E book that covers all the major building blocks of CRT Television with an emphasis on the real life scenario from
the technician work bench and therefore provide a very good starting point for new students in electronics and also a reference book for those already in the field. The book is divided into two parts: Part One: consists of 18 chapters of the large circuit blocks of CRT TV and explains basic functions and common problems associated with these blocks. Part
Two: consists of 10 chapters of clean real life repair stories from technician work bench. The book is illustrated with many color photos to make the reader learn faster and get the concept pretty quickly. Each chapter is a link to the list of content for easy navigation in the book for those who decide to read the book directly from the computer screen. List of
Content Chapter 1: Introduction to TV Repair Career Chapter 2: Component found in power supply (S.M.P.S) Chapter 3: Understanding S.M.P.S subunits Chapter 4: Solving power supply problems (s.m.p.s) using control IC. Chapter 5: Solving the problem of the power supply for televisions using transistor instead of control IC. Chapter 6: Understanding
secondary power supplies Chapter 7: Main power fuse keep on blowing Chapter 8: Do it yourself series lamp power limiter Chapter 9: Using the series bulb to find short-circuited component on the primary supply chapter 10: Understanding the Horizontal Circuit Chapter 11: Understanding Fly Back Transformer Chapter 12: H.O.T to Get Maps After
Replacement Chapter 13: Understanding and Troubleshooting Color Problems Chapter 14: Understanding and Troubleshooting Vertical Circuit Chapter 15: Understanding and Troubleshooting Audio Chapter 16: Understanding and Troubleshooting the Tuner Circuit Chapter 17: Understanding and Troubleshooting the Microprocessor Chapter 18:
Understanding and Troubleshooting remote control Real life repair story Chapter 19: LG Television NO Picture- Audio OK blue background Chapter 20: Panasonic TV model T C-14E1T with intermittent single horizontal line (blue) Chapter 21: Gold Star TV Vertically Closed Chapter 22: Samsung Television Dead Chapter 23 : JVC 14'' DEAD After a Voltage
Surge from a Generator Chapter 24 : GLD TV Field Collapse with a single horizontal line chapter 25: JVC Television Dead 21 Chapter 26: China TV with No Power Symptoms Chapter 27: Sony TV 1902 GE.NO Image NO sound only screen display i.e. channel Number 28: Conclusion Ebook price is only USD29.95 and it comes with its full support ... so if you
have any problem just send him tv model and symptoms and he will help you out. Click below to order his ebook now! Dear electronics repairman. CRT Television troubleshooting guide is a step by step guide for troubleshooting and locating CRT TV problems in a logical step by step technique using common testing equipment to get extra common results
within a short time. The book is unique as in we start with the problem (symptoms) going backwards to track the defective components. This is possible because CRT Television exhibits specific symptoms for specific problems; therefore by understanding the symptoms a smart tech can locate a TV problem to a small section by simply observing the screen
and listening to the sound. So you may even decide to read the book when you get tv in your workshop, it means that the book can pay for itself after only reading a chapter (symptoms). A picture speaks a thousand words; therefore, I have used many color photos to make the user familiar with any task that comes his or her way. I don't know everyone uses
English as his first language, including myself, so the English I've used in this book can be understood even by a class six student! List of content Chapter 1: Main fuse keep on fan. Chapter 2: The power supply is dead, voltage on the main yarn, but nothing on the secondary side. Chapter 3: The screen takes a long time for the image to appear. Chapter 4:
Colored spots on the Screen Chapter 5: Only horizontal line appears in the middle of the TV screen Chapter 6: The screen is partially closed with black stripe at the bottom or top of the screen Chapter 7: intermittent single horizontal line Chapter 8: Screen with some white lines across the upper part of the screen Chapter 9: Vertical line appears on the screen.
Chapter 10: The power supply is okay, but HV is missing Chapter 11: HV is present, but the screen is dark. Chapter 12: The screen is blue, but the sound is okay. Chapter 13: Simple test for cathode ray tube (CRT) bad or not. Chapter 14: The image is purple, yellow, light blue. Chapter 15: Horizontal exit transistor map (H.O.T) immediately after replacement:
16: Horizontal output transistor (H.O.T) becomes too hot, then shortly after hours/days/ or weeks after replacements. Chapter 17: The picture is okay, but no sound. Chapter 18: No image and no sound, but on screen (OSD) is Chapter 19: Retrace lines on the screen. Chapter 20: The image is black and white (no color) Chapter 21: Understanding CRT
Television Critical Voltage Test Points Chapter 22: Installation Universal TV Board (TV Kit) Chapter 23: Conclusion When writing this book I had the following group in mind ... You have gone to the college of electronics and completed the course with distinction, but coming to the area you realized that repairing CRT TV is not a walk in the park. You are a
technician for over 5 years and your workshop is full of junk board and TV waiting for the owners to collect as un-repaired You are a technician and you find most of your work is replacing the faulty TV board with universal TV table... You are a technician and you hardly diagnose and repair more than 3 TVs in a day You are just from school and want to do
electronics repair as a career or part-time job ... You have another job and want to supplement your income by repairing tv for your friends and neighbors... You are a technician and still there are some things you feel shy to ask your friend about repair thinking that they will consider you under dog... When you open a TV for repair, you feel intimidated by the
many components in there. You are in the TV repairs business but not able to pay your bills from your repair income. This book can change your story to this......... Hie Mr. Mndaka, Once again I have written this to appreciate your extra-ordinary help on China TV showing the vertical line. After reading your ebook I just went straight to the coils in the horizontal
circuit, and the first to change was the L441, as soon as I replaced this coil I turned on the set to see if that was the reason. Wow! My eyes were astonished to see the set resurrected from hell. Full screen and sound still there. It didn't even take me 20 minutes. It's really great to have known you and I think if I could have known you two years ago, I might
even have been fixing TV sets with my eyes closed by now. May God bless you Greeting-Wilson South Africa Hello Mr. Humphrey I have discovered treasure, I get bolder repair tv without fear, your illustrations are unique. The Tak-Moses Uganda Book goes at an introductory price of $34 US dollars mr. Baset from Iran will have some info on this ebook...
Don't have credit cards or paypal? worry not just send me an email at: humtechelectronics@gmail.com for details ... New.. New.. New.. For customers from Kenya and East Africa you can now pay with M-pesa: contact me via +254 733 475 040 for details. Details.
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